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ENGAGING
EGYPT FACTS

1

The ancient Egyptians called
the land bordering the Nile
River the Black Land, or kmt,
because of the rich, black silt
that the annual flooding left
behind along the river’s banks.

EGYPT

2

Faiyum

The Egyptians called the dry,
barren region beyond kmt the
Red Land, or dsrt.

3
4

More than 90 percent of Egypt
is considered desert area.

The name “Egypt” derives
from Aigyptus, the ancient
Greek way of pronouncing Hwt-KaPtah, the name that the ancient
Egyptians gave their country and
that translates as “Temple for the
Ka [‘spirit’] of Ptah [an early god].”
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In Arabic, the official language
of present-day Egypt, the
country’s name is Misr.
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by Angela Murock Hussein

EGYPT
Faiyum
Oasis

Nile River
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n oasis, by definition, is a place to
escape from cares, a place to rest.
But there really is much more to
this word. Often, it is used to refer
to a comfortable spot hidden in
the middle of harsh surroundings—a rooftop garden
in the center of a large noisy city, for example.
Technically, oases are fertile places that have
abundant water, shade, and food but are surrounded
by deserts. In centuries and millennia past, when
travel was difficult, especially across harsh terrains
such as deserts, oases were critical to survival. For
people passing through barren areas on a long
journey, it was necessary to know where to find
water and a place to stop. Without oases, it would
have been impossible to make such trips.

Let’s Take a Closer Look
The Faiyum Oasis is a true oasis: It is an area of
abundance that is bounded on all sides by Egypt’s
Western Desert, where drifting sands and rocky
outcroppings support very little life. The Faiyum (also
spelled Fayum and Fayyum) lies in a kind of natural
bowl or depression to the west of the Nile River, about
81 miles southwest of Cairo. Oases usually form in
low elevations where underground water flows close
to or through to the surface of the earth and collects,
allowing life to thrive. Oases formed by springs are
visible because they are spots filled with plants that
end abruptly on all sides as they give way to dry
desert. The Faiyum, however, is slightly different. It is
formed by channeled water—in this case, a channel
that branches off from the Nile.
The channel that feeds the Faiyum is a naturally
occurring waterway. Most often, such waterways join
with larger rivers as they flow toward the sea. The
Nile, however, flooded every year. So, when its waters
rose in summertime, some of the overflow ran from
A great day along the
Faiyum’s Lake Moeris
on March 14, 2008

the Nile Valley down into the low-lying area of the
Faiyum, where it pooled and created a lake. The
ancients called it Lake Moeris. Today, it is known as

3
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Alluvial relates
to deposits of
mud, sand, and
the like formed
by flowing
water.

Birket Qarun. This overflow brought rich alluvial
soil with it that, in turn, made the land in the
Faiyum extremely productive.

The ‘Great Canal’
During the Middle Kingdom, the natural channel
was widened and deepened to allow more of the
Nile water to flow along it and to keep water
moving into the oasis all year. The canal, called
“Mer-Wer” or “Great Canal” in antiquity,

Palm trees and many types of
bushes and grasses thrive in
the lushness of the oasis.

expanded the lake and created much more land

and form the fertile area of the Faiyum Oasis.

for the cultivation of crops. Today, this waterway

Among the food crops grown here are grains,

is known as “Bahr Yussef,” or “Sea of Joseph.” The

fruits, and vegetables. Other crops are flax and

name dates to medieval times, when Christians

cotton for cloth, flowers for perfume, and animal

and Muslims believed it had
been a building project
initiated by the biblical
patriarch Joseph. According to
accounts, Joseph had worked
for Egypt’s king and had
helped the country end a
seven-year famine.
Water from the Bahr Yussef
runs into the Faiyum
depression and feeds Lake
Moeris, which is bounded on
the north and west by high
hills that stop the water from
flowing any further. The water
that moves from the Nile
along Bahr Yussef is directed
into a number of canals.
These canals water the land to
the southeast of Lake Moeris

4
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fodder for feeding cows and

Ancient Egypt’s
Kingdoms

A

third-century
Egyptian priest and
historian named
Manetho compiled a list of
Egypt’s kings, with Menes as
the first historical king around
3100
anetho listed
Nectanebo II, whose reign ended
in 342
, as the last gy tian
king to rule in an ient times
Manetho divided the kings into
30 family groupings, now called
dynasties istorians later
grouped the dynasties into time
periods: Old Kingdom (2686–
2181), Middle Kingdom (2040–
, ew ingdom
While Egyptologists do not
agree on exact dates for each
period, the grouping titles are
a e ted uni ersally

sheep. In addition, the lake is
home to large numbers of edible
birds and fish.

Becoming a
‘Breadbasket’
The abundance of the Faiyum
attracted human inhabitants,
particularly during the Neolithic
Period, when people were
beginning to settle down and
farm. Evidence proves that the
Faiyum was the first region in
ancient Egypt to support an
agricultural economy. This
economy began functioning as
early as the seventh millennium
B.C.

and allowed the inhabitants

to trade with distant regions.

7/3/14 9:37 AM

A panoramic view of
Siwa Oasis on January
14, 2005. See the desert
sands in the distance?
Finds of turquoise from the Sinai Desert, seashells

Roman mummies. Farafra, to the south of

from Egypt’s coasts, and even a shark tooth from

Bahriya, lies in the middle of the White Desert.

the Red Sea offer proof of this trade.

This region is so-called because it is covered

The Faiyum is not the only oasis in Egypt,

with breathtaking chalk formations. Southeast

however. The most isolated, and perhaps the best

of Farafra is Dakhla Oasis. Archaeologists have

known, is that at Siwa, close to Egypt’s western

unearthed evidence of this area’s importance

border with Libya. Siwa is still renowned for its

during the later Old Kingdom. The

pure water and is the source of a popular brand of

southernmost oasis, Kharga, is located around

bottled water sold in Egypt today. In antiquity, it

150 miles to the west of the town of Edfu along

was home to the temple of the powerful god

the Nile. Kharga is well known for its Persian-

Amun. When Alexander the Great took control of

period temple dedicated to Amun and an

Egypt in 331 B.C., he visited this temple. Tradition

extensive Christian cemetery where the

says that it was during this visit that he was

inhabitants continued the Egyptian tradition of

declared to be the son of Amun. Soon afterward,

mummification despite their new religious

artisans began representing Alexander wearing

affiliation. All of these oases were significant in

the horns of a ram, the symbol of Amun.

antiquity for their position along routes that led
west from the Nile.

Still More Oases
Bahriya Oasis, south of Siwa, is world renowned
as the home to an extensive cemetery of Greco-

Angela Murock Hussein is an archaeological consultant
and the assistant director for the Mochlos Excavations in
East Crete.

Wadi el-Rayan

T

he water of the Faiyum
Oasis runs into Lake
Moeris, which, in antiquity,
was fresh. However, because of
evaporation and the salt content
of the surrounding land, its waters
are now salt water. Therefore, if
the lake’s levels were to rise, many
crops that are irrigated by the Bahr
Yussef and its canals before the
water drains into the lake would be
covered by the salt water and killed.

A project to drain the excess
water from the Faiyum was
undertaken in 1973. This project
consists of an open channel, roughly

five miles long, that leads into a 5.6mile underground tunnel. These
waterways empty into two lakes in
an area known as Wadi el-Rayan.
The north lake is presently at a
higher elevation than the south
lake, and the two are linked by a
waterfall (LEFT). This waterfall is
one of the most picturesque spots in
Egypt. Unfortunately, the waterfall
is temporary, since the level of the
south lake is rising.
5
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by Ramadan B. Hussein
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ncient Egyptian religious
beliefs were closely
connected with nature.
This fact is confirmed by the way
the people explained aspects of the
divine by referring to the natural
world. An example of this tendency
is examined below.

Sobek was depicted as a man with a crocodile
head. In art, he is often accompanied by other
godly attributes such as crowns and scepters. The
personality of Sobek was thought to be similar to
that of his patron animal—the crocodile.
Therefore, the Egyptians saw him as both savage
and dangerous, but also protective. His mother
was Neith, a goddess of war, and he is often
shown wearing the hemhemet, the war crown
of the king.

Why a Crocodile God

The ‘Royal’ Connection

In millennia past, the Nile River teemed with

In literature, his ferocity is often mentioned.

crocodiles—today, these creatures have mostly

Sobek could use that power in two ways. He

disappeared from Egypt, but they still do inhabit

could be a dangerous enemy of the king or of the

the rivers in countries to the south. The ancients

souls of the dead in the underworld. But, like

knew well that crocodiles are dangerous creatures

many creatures that represented chaos in

that hunt fiercely and eat any creature they can

Egyptian religion, Sobek could also use his

catch, including humans. They also knew that

aggressiveness to defend those under his care. He

crocodiles protect their nests and their young,

usually served as a deity who protected other

carrying their babies on their backs or in their

gods and the king. For example, in a statue

mouths to keep them from predators. So, while

group now in Egypt’s Luxor Museum, Sobek is

the Egyptians avoided crocodiles when they

shown in a protective pose beside Pharaoh

traveled the Nile, they did respect the power of

Amenhotep III (SEE PAGE 8).

this animal. In time, the crocodile became the
inspiration for a deity they named Sobek.

6

Sobek was revered as a royal patron at least
as early as the Middle Kingdom. In fact, the

A typical ancient
Egyptian portrayal
of Sobek with the
body of a human
and the head of a
crocodile—his
right hand holds
the scepter of
power; his left, the
ankh, a symbol of
life. On his head is
a crown with two
feathers and the
disk representing
the sun god.

7

Egyptians used a crocodile sign for the word
“sovereign” in hieroglyphs. This connection
between the royal family and Sobek can be
seen in several Middle Kingdom royal names,
including Sobekhotep and Sobeknefru. In the
late 18th dynasty, at the time of the New
Kingdom, a temple to Sobek was built in
Sumenu, to the south of the capital city
of Thebes.

The ‘Divine’ Connection
The crocodile god was also incorporated into royal
ideology as a helper or even a form of the god
Horus, the god of kingship. Sobek could be
represented as a crocodile-headed man with the
pharaoh’s crown or as a crocodile with a falcon’s
head. It was Sobek who is credited with
assisting Horus’ parents, Isis and Osiris, at
the time of Osiris’ death and resurrection.
After the god Seth had killed Osiris and
scattered the pieces of his body into the Nile,
Sobek, in his crocodile form, swam in the river,
carrying the pieces to shore. Sobek then helped
Isis put Osiris back together.
Sobek also assisted with the birth of Horus. The
Egyptians believed that this scene in the myth
demonstrated Sobek’s role as a protector of the
legitimate ruler of Egypt. Later, when the four
sons of Horus were born from the Nile on a lotus
blossom, Sobek gathered them in a net and
pulled them from the water. The Egyptians
honored the four sons as the guardians of the
organs of mummies (SEE PAGE 50).

The River Connection
The Egyptians definitely associated Sobek
closely with the Nile. According to one version
of his tale, his sweat was its source. There was

8

Compare this statue of
Sobek with the painting
of him on page 7. Here
he holds the ankh in a
protective manner in
front of Amenhotep III,
a 14th-century B.C.
pharaoh.

Can you find Sobek in this
section of a relief adorning the
temple complex honoring him at
Kom Ombo? See bottom of next
page for answer.

also a large temple complex in his
honor at Kom Ombo, a farming town
on the Nile far to the south (SEE ABOVE).
Travel a bit further south and you

Cataract refers to
rocky areas of rapids
that interrupt the
flow of the Nile.
There are actually
six major cataracts
along the river.

reach what is known today as the First
Cataract. For the ancient Egyptians, it

a sanctuary for crocodiles and
founded the city of Shedyet (later
called Crocodilopolis by the Greeks
and Romans), where a temple to
Sobek was built.

According to Egyptian creation myths, the

represented the source of the Nile. In addition,

world rose from Nun, the primeval water.

in his role as a river god, Sobek was considered

Representing Nun on earth was the lake of the

the creator of the world and key to abundant

Faiyum, whose waters enriched everything

crop harvests.

around it. The Egyptians believed that Sobek had
risen from the waters of chaos and then laid eggs

Why in the Faiyum

on the shore to create what humans call the

The center for the cult of Sobek was the Faiyum.

world. For the ancients, the life cycle of the

Crocodiles inhabited the lake there because it

crocodile paralleled these beliefs. Crocodiles bury

was teeming with fish and other animals.

their eggs in the earth along the riverbank. When

According to a legend recorded by first-century B.C.

the hatchlings dig their way out, they seem to

Greek author Diodorus Siculus, Egypt’s first king,

spring from the earth as if

Menes, was hunting by the lake of the Faiyum

they were vegetation.

when his dogs attacked him. A crocodile rescued

Thus, it followed that

the king and carried him across the lake to safety.

the people living in

In thanksgiving, Menes declared the lake
Here’s a statue depicting
Sobek with the head of a
falcon. It dates to around
the 4th century B.C.
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well, priests of Sobek in the Faiyum and
elsewhere would mummify crocodiles that
visitors to the temples had left as offerings.

discovered, probably left because of Sobek’s role in

Crocodile cemeteries have been found at many

the creation myth.

sites, including Crocodilopolis and Kom Ombo.
These cemeteries contained crocodiles of all
ages. Mummified crocodile eggs have also been

Egyptologist Ramadan B. Hussein is a Humboldt Research
Fellow at the University of Tuebingen in Germany.

Know what these are?
Yes, they are unwrapped
mummified crocodiles on
display at the Crocodile
Museum at Aswan in
southern Egypt.

ANSWER: Sobek is the second figure from the left.
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WHAT THE

Excavations
Reveal
by Emily Abbink

W

hen most of us think

Looking for Evidence

of ancient Egypt,

The earliest archaeological

pyramids, sphinxes,

evidence of Egyptian Neolithic

and powerful kings

activity is farming, and it was found

come to mind. But

in the Faiyum Oasis. In 1926,

Egypt’s history

archaeologist Gertrude

reaches back much

Caton-Thomas and

further into the

geologist Elinor

Neolithic, or New

Gardner discovered

Let’s
start
diggi
ng! M
y
trow
el’s
read
y!

SStone
tone Age, which is long before mighty rulers and

more than 50 well-

gigantic public buildings. The Neolithic was a

preserved, basket-lined

period of worldwide development in human

storage pits or granaries that

technology and society. It marked the

had been used to store barley,

beginnings of farming, herding, permanent

wheat, and flax. The granaries range

settlements, and the gradual shift from stone to

in size from 59 to 12 inches in

metal (copper, bronze, and iron) tools. It began in

diameter by 35 to 12 inches deep. These

Mesopotamia, the area we know today as the

were found between faint traces of two

Middle East, around 10,000 B.C. However, the

Neolithic settlements called Kom K and

Neolithic did not appear in Egypt until much

Kom W. The ancient granaries,

later—around 6,000 B.C. This was some 3,000

dating from around 5600 B.C.,

years before the time of kings and pharaohs.

represent the earliest-known
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A

B

D

C

Can you guess
what each item is?
Can you identify
the one that
was not made in
Neolithic Faiyum?
G

H
See page 38 for the answers.

F

E

indication of Egyptian production of grain. And

What the Storage Pits Say

it was this ability to grow and market grain that

In recent years, archaeologists from the URU

would lay the foundations for Egypt’s wealth and

Faiyum Project have discovered that many of the

power on an international scale.

granaries had sturdy, sealable lids made of

In the 1970s and 1980s, archaeological

concrete-like clay. Evidence of permanent mud-

investigations near the Neolithic granaries

brick dwellings, such as those found in earlier

located many more pits and hearths. Digs also

Neolithic Mesopotamian farming settlements, has

uncovered many remains of lithic (stone) tools,

yet to be found. Instead, the many well-sealed,

pottery shards, and grinding tools. Such finds

hidden storage pits suggest that the Faiyum’s

offer further evidence of settlement activity for

Neolithic peoples were far less sedentary than

Kom K and Kom W. No burials or evidence of

the earlier people in the Tigris and Euphrates

houses or other permanent buildings were found.
Both Kom K and Kom W were located on the
lakeside, which offered access to a great variety
of plant and animal food. The hearths did
contain plant seeds and pollen, as well as the
bones of sheep, goats, cattle, turtles, fish, water
birds, and crocodiles.
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URU is an acronym for University of
California Los Angeles, Rijksuniversiteit
Groningen in the Netherlands, and
University of Auckland in Australia.
Sedentary refers to staying and living
in one place instead of moving to
different places.

valley. This is to say that they stored and hid

the Greeks around 300 B.C. It was then that Greek

their harvested crops while still moving

officials re-settled the Faiyum, building permanent

seasonally to take advantage of local wild plants

houses and cities and expanding agriculture. In the

and animals. Instead of stone or mud-brick

centuries that followed, the Faiyum Oasis continued

houses, they probably lived in easily assembled,

to provide food, up through the later Roman Empire.

tent-like structures made of woven linen or rushes

Today, it remains an important agricultural area,

that allowed mobility.

producing cereals, cotton, figs, grapes, and olives.

The inhabitants of the Faiyum produced
large numbers of quickly made and highly
functional, all-purpose, flaked-stone tools. Bone,
ivory, and wood—all easy to carry and easily
worked—were also used for hunting points and
fishing harpoons.
The lack of permanent architecture, along with
the presence of serviceable, lightweight, easily
made and replaceable tools and ceramics, offers
evidence that the Faiyum’s agricultural
settlements were semi-permanent. If so, they could
not be the foundations of major settled cities, as
seen in Mesopotamia. The Faiyum’s artifacts
indicate small, mobile communities that focused
on farming, herding, hunting, and fishing to
survive. They do not suggest settlements whose
people concerned themselves with social status,
marketable products, or advanced farming skills,
all of which accompanied Neolithic agriculture in
the Middle East.

The Weather Factor
After 4000 B.C., toward the end of Egypt’s
Neolithic, The Faiyum experienced a dry period.
As a result, many residents moved east to the Nile.
The fertile, well-watered soil that bordered the Nile
River soon formed the basis for Egypt’s powerful
royal kingdoms, armies, and cities. While later
rulers built temples, pyramids, and other
acclaimed structures, it seems that the Faiyum
had no permanent settlements until the arrival of

Anthropologist Emily Abbink teaches history and anthropology at
the University of California, Santa Cruz.

Q

Why did farming develop so much later
in Egypt than in Mesopotamia?

a

A different Egyptian climate, including winter rains
and regularity of flooding, required different farming
techniques. The Nile may also have provided more varied
habitats for plants and animals, thus making the
development of farming less necessary.

Q

Did Middle Eastern people bring farming
techniques and seeds to Egypt or did farming

a

develop independently?
Some scholars say that Egyptian farming began
without Mesopotamian influences, using grains already
available. Others argue that both the grain and
technology trace their origins to the Middle East.

Q

Why did the Faiyum’s farmers seem to
continue a semi-mobile lifestyle, while Neolithic
Mesopotamian farmers settled in towns?

a

The Faiyum Oasis may have had more natural
resources available, allowing its people to be less reliant
on farming. There are advantages to not settling down
and, around the world, most people do not seem to
settle unless they must.
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MORE THAN JUST A

‘BREADBAS
by Angela Murock Hussein

T

he importance of the Faiyum and its resources varied
throughout Egyptian history. Some rulers valued its
agricultural potential highly and expanded the canal known
as Bahr Yussef; others did not. One factor that influenced how
Egyptians viewed the Faiyum was Lake Moeris, whose water level was
not always constant. In some periods, it rose; in others, it dropped.
After Alexander the Great brought Egypt

large empires and intense military

under Greek control in 331 B.C., the country

competition. During the Ptolemaic

became part of an international commercial

period, which began after the death of

network. As a result, grain production became

Alexander in 323 B.C., the Faiyum was

increasingly important, because food could be

expanded, as many cities in the oasis

stored and sold. Grain also served as a

were enlarged or founded. The area

powerful tool in forging allegiances between

became even more important once

Greek Egypt and other regions in an era of

Rome took control of Egypt in 30 B.C.
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LEFT: All is hustle and
bustle in this
illustration of a court
bakery in the time of
the 12th-century B.C.
pharaoh Ramses III.
BELOW: Cattle help
Egyptian workers
trample grain stalks
on a threshing floor.

WHEAT REIGNS
Excavations have uncovered the remains of
numerous foods in the Faiyum. Among these are
lentils, dates, figs, peaches, onions, radishes,
pistachios, and walnuts. However, the area’s most
important crop was wheat. It has been calculated
that the average Roman consumed around two
pounds of bread a day. This bread was made from
a high-quality wheat known as emmer. Because
Italy’s farmland did not produce nearly enough to
feed the large urban population, Rome depended
on shipments of grain from overseas.
Importing enough grain was often key to a
Roman politician’s success. A cut in the supply of
food, or a lack of food, quickly turned the Roman
people against their leaders. We have many

SKET’

historical accounts of grain riots in the city. They
offer evidence that the price of wheat greatly
affected the happiness of Rome’s people. When
politicians could count on a readily available
supply, the cost could be kept low.
The Roman strategy was to impose a heavy

tax on Egypt that would then be paid in
wheat. Because Egypt was capable of
producing much more than its people
could use, it soon became known as

15

A canal wends its
way today through
the village of el
Nazla in the Faiyum.
the “Breadbasket of Rome.” This meant that it

Another grain that has been recovered from

was the source from which Rome was fed.

archaeological sites in the Faiyum is barley. From a

According to ancient records, 10 percent of this

very early date, this grain was domesticated in the

Egyptian wheat came from the Faiyum.

region for making bread and biscuits. The bread is
very heavy, because it does not contain much

FROM THE FIELD
TO THE GRANARY

gluten, the ingredient that allows yeast breads to

In Egypt, the wheat-planting season began in

brewing beer.

rise. For this reason, barley was used primarily for

November. In April, the harvest would be
gathered. First, the grain stalks were cut with a

BEER—SAFER THAN WATER

scythe or sickle, a kind of hook-shaped cutting

Beer was an important staple of the ancient

tool with the inside of the hook sharpened so it

Egyptian diet. It was safer to drink than water,

could sweep through the grassy plants. The grain

because its alcohol content killed off dangerous

was then gathered onto paved floors surrounded

microbes that could make people sick. We have

with low walls that served to keep the wheat

several references to brewers and taxes on beer in

contained within them. On these threshing floors,

papyrus documents from the Faiyum.

the grain stalks would be trampled by humans or
animals (SEE PAGES 14–15). The goal was to start

Traditional beer was made by soaking barley
grains in water until they began to sprout and the

separating the wheat from the other parts of the
plant—the chaff. Next, the grain was
thrown into the air with large flexible
rakes, called winnowing forks (SEE PAGE
17). The heavy grain would fall back

onto the threshing floor, while the lighter
chaff would be carried away by the wind.
What had fallen on the floor was then
measured and put into sacks so it could be
brought to the state granaries, such as the
large one in Karanis in northeast Faiyum.
(SEE
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ALSO PAGES

30–33.)

A never-ending task! That was the belief when these beer-makers were
placed in a tomb. Their job was to keep the flasks filled with great beer!

to turn to malt sugar. The

FLAX—NOT JUST
FOR EATING

malt was then ground and

Another significant crop

warmed with water, turning

produced in the Faiyum is

it into gruel. The resulting

flax. Flax seeds can be eaten

liquid either had yeast added

or used for oil—even today

or was left exposed to the air to

many health foods include

collect yeast naturally. Once

flax as an ingredient. But

the beer had fermented, the

the plant was much more

beer was filtered and put into

important in ancient times

jars for consumption.

for the production of linen.

starch of the grain started

Cotton was not introduced

THE VERSATILE
OLIVE

into Egypt until modern

Olives were grown on lands

make light cloth suitable for

that rose above the wheat

the hot climate. The ancients

times, when it was used to

fields of the Faiyum. These
trees were able to thrive in the
rocky soil of the hills, but they
did require a system of
irrigation. One method favored
by the Romans was the

preferred linen.
TOP: Up into the air goes the grain—
again and again, as these workers
winnow the grain with their forks.
BOTTOM: The olive press is Roman,
first-century A.D., but the style is the
same as those used in ancient Egypt.

To produce linen cloth,
flax plants were cut close to
the root. Then they were
dried, and the seeds
winnowed away. Next, the

waterwheel (SEE PAGES 21–22). For the ancients,

dry plants were retted, that is, soaked in water or

however, olives were much more than just food. For

left out in damp fields for a few days to decay and

example, they used the oil from the olive as fuel for

weaken the harder parts of the fiber. The next step

lamps and as an ingredient in skin moisturizers

involved pounding the fibers to loosen the woody

and cosmetics.

parts of the plant from them. Finally, the fibers

Olives were harvested in the fall, when they

were drawn against a tool and scraped along a

were ripe. Then they were put into a mill. This was

kind of knife in a process called scutching. This

a basin that held the olives while two round stones

removed the woody parts and left the fibers smooth

were set up vertically—like wheels—on a

and strong. The resulting product somewhat

horizontal axle (SEE ABOVE). Using human or

resembled hair, which was then combed and spun

animal power, the axle was pushed around the

into thread to weave into cloth or for sewing.

basin. As the stones rolled on the olives, they

Linen came in three different degrees of fineness,

crushed them into a paste, which was put into

depending on when in the growing process the

baskets placed on a press. A large wooden lever

plants were harvested. Many examples of local

was then pushed down onto the top of the

linen cloth are preserved for us as mummy

baskets—forcing the olive oil through the baskets

wrappings. As to how the clothing looked, the

into channels that ended in basins. The solid

Faiyum mummy portraits offer an invaluable

material remained behind on the press.

glimpse (SEE PAGES 34–37).
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WATERING
by Louise
Chipley
Slavicek
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the Fields

The life-giving waters of
the Nile River flow from
south to north as they
have for millennia.

E

very summer, torrential rains in the
highlands of Ethiopia to the south of
Egypt greatly increase the amount of
water flowing in the Nile River. When the
rising waters reached Egypt, they spilled over
the banks and flooded the surrounding valley,
turning what would have been parched
wasteland into fertile farmland. The ancient
Egyptians knew this cycle well.
Life-giving Water
Many thousands of years ago, the Bahr Yussef (see
pages

2–5) burst through a narrow gap in the cliffs

bordering the Nile Valley and entered the Western
Desert. After traveling southward for about 100
miles, these waters suddenly veered west and
drained into a large natural depression that came
to be known as the Faiyum Oasis. The lake that
formed at the bottom of the depression did not
dry up after the Nile’s flooding season ended each
autumn. Rather, it provided the Faiyum with

19

Where modern and ancient mix: In the
background are modern, high-rise apartments;
in the foreground, waterwheels that are more
than 2,200 years old.

something extraordinary considering its desert

spring, before the

location: a plentiful source of water.

wilting summer heat

Lake Moeris—as the Greeks called it—attracted
many settlers, and some of Egypt’s earliest

set in.
Toward the end of the

farming communities developed along its shores.

Old Kingdom, farmers

In addition to the water required to grow crops,

in the Faiyum faced

every year the swollen Bahr Yussef brought a fresh

a different challenge:

load of nutrient-rich silt from the Ethiopian

a long string of very low annual floods. The result

highlands to the Faiyum’s fields. The yearly

was a buildup of silt that clogged the Bahr Yussef,

flooding also increased the fertility of the fields by

further decreasing the amount of water entering

washing away harmful salts that would otherwise

the Faiyum. Lake Moeris shrank to a fraction of

have built up in the soil.

its former size, and many of the farms along its
shores were abandoned. The fortunes of the Faiyum

Not As Easy As It Looks

would not turn around until about 1990 b.c. It was

According to the fifth-century b.c. Greek

then that forward-thinking rulers of the Middle

geographer and historian Herodotus, the Nile’s

Kingdom’s 12th Dynasty came to power.

regular flooding permitted the inhabitants of the
Faiyum and Nile Valley to “gather their crops with

Planning Ahead

less effort than anyone else in the world…the river

These leaders feared that long periods of food

rises of its own accord and irrigates their fields,

shortages might lead to social and political

and when the water has receded again, each of

upheaval among their subjects. To help ensure that

them sows seed in his own field.” Yet farming was

Egypt grew enough food to feed its population year

not as easy for the Egyptians as Herodotus

after year, they resolved to turn the Faiyum Oasis

believed. Some years the Nile’s flood levels were

into a top agricultural producer. They believed the

very high, and the water remained in the fields

best way to accomplish this was to sponsor large

too long. When that happened, farmers could not

water projects in the region. Key among these were

follow their usual pattern of planting crops in the

new irrigation systems that would bring the Nile’s

early winter and harvesting the plants in the

floodwaters to more of the Faiyum than ever before.
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A tomb wall
painting shows
a farmer using a
shaduf around
1250 B.C.

Here is a relief dating to the
23rd century B.C., the reign of
the Old Kingdom ruler Pepi I,
that shows a vessel under sail
with tradesmen onboard.

Widening and deepening the Bahr Yussef
was the first of the grand irrigation projects.
Then, as Lake Moeris’ levels rose, it became a
major reservoir, or source of stored water, for
irrigating Faiyum fields during low flood years.
Next came the order to dig a large network of
irrigation canals connected to the Bahr

The Waterwheel
by Louise Chipley Slavicek

F

or many centuries, Faiyum farmers who wanted
to plant crops in the winter after the Nile’s yearly
flooding or in the dry early summer had to
irrigate their fields by hand. To do this, they used big
jars to lift water out of nearby canals.

Yussef. These long earthen trenches

The Shaduf—Good, but…

distributed water and fertile Ethiopian silt

Around 1500 B.C., the backbreaking task of irrigating

across much of the Faiyum. This led to

by hand became a little easier when the shaduf, a simple

thousands of additional acres of land that could

water-lifting device, was brought to Egypt from

be farmed for the first time.

Mesopotamia. A shaduf is a long pole balanced on a
crossbeam. It has a bucket suspended from one end and

Controlling Water Levels

a counterweight from the other (SEE ABOVE). A farmer

The rulers of the 12th Dynasty also devised a

would raise a bucket of water from an irrigation canal by

way to regulate the region’s water levels.

pushing down on the counterweight. He would then spin

They had workers build a huge dyke or

the shaduf around and drain the bucket onto the field.

earthen wall at the Lahun Gap. The Lahun

The waterwheel, which first appeared in the Faiyum

Gap was the natural opening in the hills

during the Ptolemaic period, was considerably more

surrounding the Faiyum through which the Bahr

efficient than the shaduf. Ptolemy II, who ruled from 285

Yussef surged into the depression. Wooden

to 246 B.C., took a strong interest in Faiyum agriculture.
21

Round and round
turn the Faiyum
waterwheels, just
as they have for
millennia.
He hoped to increase Egyptian exports of grains and
other food crops by making Faiyum farms as productive
as possible. His ambitious plans were greatly assisted by

An ox, his eyes covered with a blindfold to
minimize distractions, walks in a circle slowly,
turning a waterwheel to irrigate a small farm
in the Faiyum. (Photo dates to 1965.)

the introduction of waterwheel technology to the oasis.
This tool made it practical, for the first time, to plant

sluices, or gates installed at a dyke, could

crops in the arid early summer, in addition to the usual

be opened or closed to control the flow of

winter planting.

floodwater from the Bahr Yussef. This
system protected low-lying areas from

Meet the Saqiya

remaining underwater for overly long

Under the Ptolemies, two main types of waterwheels

periods and opened former marshland to

came into wide use in the Faiyum. The first was the

farming. The dynamic sixth pharaoh of

saqiya, which was turned by oxen (ABOVE RIGHT). Its

the 12th Dynasty, Amenemhet III, is often

lowest part was submerged in an irrigation canal. Its

credited with constructing the great dyke

large wooden rim was divided into bucket-like

and sluices at Lahun.

compartments. As the saqiya’s compartments reached

These 12th-Dynasty efforts to regulate

the bottom of their rotation, canal water flowed into

the flow of the Nile’s floodwaters into the

them. When the compartments reached the top of their

Faiyum had an enormous impact on all of

rotation, they tipped over, and the water spilled into a

Egypt. Because of the Faiyum’s far-

manmade channel that led to nearby fields.

reaching and effective irrigation system,
local farmers were able to raise enough

...and the Noria

food to keep the country’s growing

The second type of waterwheel was the noria (ABOVE).

population well fed and peaceful

Its revolving rim was strung with a necklace of clay pots

throughout the Middle Kingdom. The

that scooped up water from the canal. Instead of relying

farmers also played an important role in

on animal power, the noria was driven by the flow of the

strengthening the country’s economy. They

canal itself. Wooden paddles were mounted on the

did so by providing crops that Egyptian

waterwheel’s outer surface. The force of the canal water

merchants could trade abroad for wood

pushing against the paddles caused the wheel to rotate.

and other resources that Egypt needed.

With the help of the saqiya and the noria, many
Faiyum farmers increased their growing season from one
planting a year to two. As a result, the region’s already
impressive agricultural output soared.
22

The author of many articles and books for young
people on historical subjects, Louise Chipley
Slavicek holds a Master’s degree in history from
the University of Connecticut.

Ancient egypt....
the banks of the
nile river

Thanks for
inviting me, sobek.
the ancient nile is
a great place to
soak up some
rays!

it’s RA, Calliope.
we call the sun RA!

Are you
SOBEK? god
of the nile... ?

woof!

Unless you know another
Crocodile man, I’m sobek... do
you want my autograph?

digging in
mud is your
idea of fun?
Hey! no
throwing
mud at the
River god.

Crops get
ruined and
people go
hungry!

Why not? His river throws
plenty of mud on my fields
everytime it floods!
He’s right!
I’ve got to do
something!

have you gone to the
pharaoh?
He’s too busy building
monuments and posing
for statues.

You’ve got to
do something,
Sobek!

wait a minute!
Pegasus, you’re
a genius!

sobek, see how
Pegasus has dug a hole
and a channel and the
river’s flowing into it?

you can stop the
flooding by making a
channel that leads
to the faiyum, the
low lands in the
western desert!

Pegasus! Stop that
digging! you’re getting
mud all over me!
the overflow would create an oasis that
would become the breadbasket of
egypt and the greeks would build a city
named Crocodilopolis
after you!

I could sell
Sobek plush
dolls and
mugs! how
cool is that?

I have
something
for you!

It’s a great idea, Calliope!
So let it be written, so let
it be done!

soon....

This oasis is a great
place to relax and
catch some rays!
you mean
RA...

right!

THE END...
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by Emily Abbink

ncient Rome’s vast Mediterranean empire
included southern Europe, the Middle East,
and northern Africa. To protect its subjects,
Rome maintained a huge army. It also had to feed
its people and those in the lands it ruled. Where
to find enough food, especially basic grains, was a constant
worry. So, too, was its ability to protect the food supply.
And Their Diet Was…

sure the poor had food, Roman officials

Most Romans obtained their daily calories from

began to provide them with a grain dole—

cereals (wheat, barley, and millet), fruit, and

free or reduced priced grain. In later years,

legumes (including lentils, chickpeas, beans,

the dole included oil, wine, and pork. But,

and garden peas). The most common meal was

the food dole was only for male Roman

a pottage, or porridge, of cooked cereal. Often it

citizens and their families.

was mixed with chopped vegetables, meat,
cheese, or herbs. Grains were also ground into

‘Bread and Circuses’

flour, mixed into dough with leavening, and

The Romans believed that by improving

baked in ovens. Unleavened flat breads were

living conditions for the lower classes, they

browned on griddles and topped with cheese

would help check social unrest. The dole was

and herbs—much like pizza.

one way they did this. Another was free

As the decades passed, wealthy estate owners

amusements, such as chariot races and

took control of much of the farmable land. As a

gladiator matches. Many ancient Romans

result, over time, more and more landless poor

disapproved of what came to be known as the

had been forced to move to the cities. To make

“Bread and Circuses” program. They argued
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The Roman city of Pompeii
was buried in the eruption of
Mount Vesuvius in A.D. 79.
Excavations are ongoing in
the area and much has been
uncovered, including wall
paintings such as this one,
that offer a vivid view of life
at the time.
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that it allowed rulers to gain votes through food
and fun, not excellent public service.
Nevertheless, the dole continued and became
central to Rome’s unity and power.
To be sure, whether distributed free or at a
reduced cost, grain was essential to the empire.
Most of it came from Egypt’s Faiyum Oasis.
The Faiyum also provided lentils, pomegranates,
grapes, olives, and papyrus for paper. As a
result, the area became one of Rome’s main
trading partners.

Shipping Problems
How to transport this produce safely and quickly
from Egypt to Rome was the question. The

Caption

empire’s vast network of roads and bridges
helped. But land transportation was too slow and
too expensive to haul the huge amounts needed,
especially since the time required also increased

a short period of time, great shipping routes

exposure to spoilage from rain and rats. Over the

crisscrossed the Mediterranean, connecting many

decades, the Romans developed a vast shipping

foreign harbors with Rome’s main port, Ostia.

industry with cargo barges, escort ships, shipping
lanes, harbors, lighthouses, and warehouses at

A Navy Ready for Anything

various port cities to manage and protect their

One renowned ancient Egyptian port was

food supplies.

Alexandria, which Alexander the Great had

As the empire grew, Rome built up a navy of river

founded and named in his honor in 331 B.C. The

and ocean-going vessels to be used in warfare and

city quickly became a center of Greek culture and

for patrolling against rebels and pirates. The

trade between Europe, the Middle East, and India.

Romans relied on their seafaring subjects, especially

By 80 B.C., Rome was in control of the city,

the Greeks and Egyptians, to design, build, and man

adapting and adopting Greek and Egyptian

their ships. Crews and rowers were mostly Greeks

maritime know-how for its own purposes. The

and Egyptians. These men were not slaves, but non-

Romans created the Classis Alexandrina

citizens of free status. Once they completed their

(“Alexandria Fleet”) around 30 B.C., to escort ships

time of service, many of them were given

transporting grain from the Nile Delta to Rome.

citizenship. The same reward was

The Alexandria Fleet also patrolled the Nile

extended to ship owners as well. Within

River with smaller, flat-bottomed boats. Their

Two men steer this Roman ship, while six
row it. Its cargo? Kegs filled with wine. This
stone carving once served as a tombstone
for a wine merchant who lived in the early
third century A.D.
26

Hard work, for sure! Merchants
and their workers prepare and
carry grain sacks at Rome’s port
city of Ostia around A.D. 200.

assignment was to protect ships

mounted catapults that hurled

carrying grain from the Faiyum

huge stones, and collapsible

up to Alexandria where it was

siege towers manned with

reloaded onto larger, ocean-

soldiers who provided cover for

going vessels.

Roman soldiers attempting to

In addition to merchant vessels,
the Romans had a variety of
warships. The most common were
those known as triremes, which had
three banks of oars. These Roman
“long ships” were low and flat, and
they had sails. Often, they were
named for gods and heroes, such as

capture enemy crews.
This bread has been
waiting more than 2,000
years for someone to take
a bite! It was ready for
sale when Mount Vesuvius
erupted and covered it
and its bakery.

Trouble—But Not For Long
In 67 B.C., the Roman navy launched
a major campaign against pirates
who had been looting and sinking
massive shipments of Egyptian grain
en route to Rome. Then, in 43 B.C.,

Mars and Hercules, or concepts, such as “Victory,”

a revolt in Sicily put a halt to Egyptian grain

“Loyalty,” and “Peace.” Each ship had its own

deliveries. Roman officials acted decisively and,

figurehead; each fleet, its own colors.

within eight years, had subdued both the pirates

Warships were outfitted with battering rams.

and the revolt. Command of the Mediterranean

These long, movable planks had heavy spikes and

once again belonged to Rome, and grain ships were

grappling hooks. Crew members would clamp the

able to navigate the waterways safely. For the next

hooks onto enemy ships and then reel them in so

two centuries, imperial Roman ships ruled the waves

Roman soldiers could board. There were also cross

with little trouble, ensuring the arrival of grain from

bows that were used to shoot spears, deck-

the Faiyum to feed the vast empire.
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by Marcia Amidon Lusted
illustrated by Tom Lopes

WORD ORIGINS
Bazaar While the word “bazaar” is
often used today to describe a market or
market event—a fair or flea market, for
example—it traditionally refers to a market
held outdoors, especially in an area with
Islamic origins. The word derives from the
Persian bazar, which meant “outdoor
market.” Bazar, in turn, traces its roots to
the Iranian word baha-char, or “place of
prices.” When Europeans went to the
Middle East during the Crusades, they
brought back many words with them. Bazar
was one, and it soon became bazzara in
Italian. English-language speakers then
adopted and adapted the word to “bazaar.”
28

Oasis An oasis is a green, fertile area
in a desert that most always has a well
or water source. The word came into
English in 1613 by way of French. But,
tracing the roots a bit further back, we
see they stretched first to Latin and then
earlier to Greek. Digging deeper, it
seems that the fifth-century b.c. Greek
historian and traveler Herodotus first
introduced the concept to the Greek
language. The original root was most
likely the Egyptian word wahe or ouahe.
It meant “dwelling place” or “oasis” and
derived from the word ouih, meaning
“dwell.” Ouih is also the root of the
Arabic word for oasis—wahah.

WRITE US!

askcalliope@cricketmedia.com
or askdr.dig@cricketmedia.com
CALLIOPE/DR.DIG, 30 Grove Street,
Peterborough, NH, 03458

WORD STORIES
Depression This word means more
than just “feeling sad emotionally.” It is
also used to refer to a sunken area or a low
spot in the ground or any other surface.
It derives from the Latin verb deprimere,
meaning “to press down.” It entered the
English language from the 14th-century
Old French word depression, which the
French used as an astronomy term to
describe “the angular distance of an object
below the horizon.” Interestingly, through
the centuries, the term “depression” has
acquired several different meanings:
In psychology, it refers to dejection or
sadness of spirits; in meteorology, it
refers to barometric pressure; and, in
history, it refers to a period of reduced
or lowered economic activity, as in the
Great Depression in the United States in
the 1930s.
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Sahara

How did this large desert
get the name “Sahara”? Well, “Sahara”
actually derives from cahara, the
plural form of the Arabic word cahra,
meaning “desert.” So, the name “Sahara
Desert” is actually redundant, since it
means “Desert Desert.” However, some
etymologists (people who study words)
believe “sahara” might also have roots in
the Arabic adjective asharu, which means
“yellowish-red.”

EXPRESSIONS
“Warts and All”

This phrase
refers to any situation where every detail
related to a place, person, agreement,
and the like is shown. That is to say that
all is made known, including less
attractive or less desirable elements.
The expression traces its roots to a
17th–century political leader in England
named Oliver Cromwell. Cromwell had
commissioned Sir Peter Lely to paint a
portrait of him. At the time, it was
common for painters to create portraits
that did not show unattractive aspects of
the subject. For example, artists would
not include pimples, warts, or skin
problems—much like the computer
program Photoshop can do today with
photographic portraits. Tradition says
that Cromwell told Lely, “Paint me as I
am, warts and all!”

Marcia Amidon Lusted, assistant editor at Cricket
Media, has written 90 books and more than 400 articles.
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Glimpses of

Daily Life
by Noreen Doyle

FROM THE PAPYRI OF KARANIS

A

lexander the Great
conquered Egypt in 331 B.C.

After his death in 323 B.C.,

the throne of Egypt was given to one
of his Greek generals, Ptolemy I Soter.
His successor, Ptolemy II Philadelphus,
founded the town of Karanis to take
advantage of the fertile soil of the
Faiyum. In millennia past, native
Egyptian pharaohs had prized and
settled the Faiyum. But the first settlers
in Ptolemy II’s Karanis were not
Egyptians. They were Greek mercenaries.
Some 300 years after the city’s
founding, Egypt lost its independence. It

Egypt’s queen, Cleopatra VII. By 27 B.C., Rome had

Only sections of the entrance of the north temple at
Karanis remain today, but just imagine the structure
once rising toward the sky and priests solemnly
carrying out their duties in honor of the deities.

become an empire, and Egypt was one of its

belonging in a higher social class and exempted

richest provinces.

them from paying certain taxes. As a result,

was then, in 30 B.C., that the Roman
Republic under Octavius (later Augustus) defeated

Karanis, with its Roman population, was different

The Citizenship Advantage

from most other towns in Egypt. But, like many

Soon, the population of Karanis, which had been

others, Karanis’ business was agriculture.

mostly Greek Egyptians and natives whose

The businesses, government, and even

families had lived along the Nile for millennia,

private lives of the people of Karanis are known

included Roman citizens as well. The Romans

to us through a remarkable number of papyri

prized citizenship and viewed citizens as

(documents written on paper made from the
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papyrus plant) found at the site. The
majority of these were written in Greek,
but a few are in demotic (the ancient
Egyptian language of the time) or Latin
(the language of the Romans).

Telltale Receipts
A large number of the papyri are receipts
of various kinds, including some for
payment of taxes. One papyrus, for
example, tells us that on February 21,
A.D.

192, a man named Pnepheros “paid

the charge on the produce of date-palms.”
At the time, people had to pay tax on the
products of their land. These included
grain, oil, or, as in Pnepheros’ case, dates.
He paid his bill in coins (12 drachmas),
but many people made their payments
with a commodity such as wheat.
Aurelius Zoilos wrote a receipt for
Aurelius Pleein that says, “I have
received from you the rent of the arouras
[1 aroura = .67 acres] of mine, which you
cultivate….” Pleein paid Zoilos four artabas
of wheat, or about 29 dry gallons.
Zoilos and Pleein would have created a
written agreement between themselves,
perhaps with the aid of a professional
scribe. Contracts sometimes described
the individuals
to prevent
fraud: “Horion,
son of Papontos,

In this letter, written in Greek and uncovered at
Karanis, the author Prolemaeus refers to a religious
banquet held in honor of the Graeco-Egyptian god
Sarapis, the patron of abundance and resurrection.

In comparison with much of Egypt,
the rural village of Karanis was “new.”

about 50 years
old, with a scar on the little finger of his left

Who Were the Landowners?

hand, has leased [some land near Karanis] to

Lists of people who paid land taxes can reveal

Tithoes, son of Nepheros, a Persian of the Epigone,

interesting historical details about the

about 60 years old, with a scar in the middle of

landowners. The tax roll for A.D. 171–174, when

his forehead.”

a plague was devastating the Roman Empire,
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shows that two-fifths of the property owners
were women.
Some landowners were soldiers, who, if they
were careful with their salaries, could retire as
wealthy men. Maybe this is why Sempronius
wrote to his son, Gaius, “I have learned from Tilis
that, yielding to his persuasion, you did not take
service in the fleet; and I spent two days grieving.”
If Gaius continued to listen to Tilis, Sempronius
warned, “you will no longer be my son.”

And There Were Problems
Disagreements were not just between generations.
Letters reveal the tension that sometimes existed
between Roman and non-Roman residents of
Karanis. Seven Romans witnessed “Gaius Julius
Niger, veteran of the Appian division [of the
army], being flogged with rods and scourges by
two guards on orders of the governor.” This illfeeling between Romans and Egyptians may have
prompted one writer to give a soldier named
Terentianus a letter asking someone to “acquaint
him [Terentianus] with our villagers’ ways, so he
isn’t insulted.”

A man named Terentianus wrote this letter, uncovered
at Karanis, in Latin to Tiberianus and addressed him
as a Roman military scout.

Soldiers from Karanis could be stationed
elsewhere in the empire. This meant leaving

caused them worry. They filed all kinds of written

their businesses and households in the hands of

complaints with the authorities. Renters ran off

someone else, such as a family member. In one

without paying. A widow complained that her

letter, a woman named Apollonous assured

brother-in-law stole property she had inherited

her brother that he should not worry about his

from her husband. One man claimed that

children. “They are in good health and are

drunken men “appeared before our house

kept busy with a teacher.” Apollonous also

equipped with farm tools and broke down the

worried about her brother and wanted him to

door.” These hooligans then wrecked and looted

take care of himself. She was very pleased to

the place until some women raised the alarm.

learn that he had bought himself two belts!

Warrants were issued for arrests.

Another note, written to a groom by his father,
says: “For the lucky day of the marriage of my

Windows to the Past

lord son, Limenios, there has been allotted to you

These small details of public and private life

one flagon [of wine].”

remind us of the similarities between life today

Although Karanis prospered along with the rest
of the Roman Empire, its people had much that
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and 2,000 years ago. But the papyri also remind
us of how much has changed.

In early June of A.D. 207, a man named
Morsolis “purchased from Petreius
Antiochus [his slave, by the name of]
Anilla or by whatever other [name she
may be called] … about 11 years old.”
We do not know what happened to
Anilla, or to the men who bought and
sold her. But at least the papyri from
Karanis give us this one, brief glimpse into
her life, and into many other lives and
events that otherwise would be
completely lost to time.
Noreen Doyle is a research associate in Tucson with
the University of Arizona Egyptian Expedition.

If you visited the frigidarium (“cold room”) at the
public bath house in Karanis, you would have since
this colorful wall painting, only portions of which
have survived to the present day.

Reading the Clues

FUN &
ES
GAM

USE THE CLUES TO HELP YOU FILL IN THE BLANKS. If you need
more help, re-read “Glimpses of Daily Life” on pages 30–33.
Then, unscramble the letters in the circles to discover the name
of the ancient Egyptian language at the time of Karanis.
1. This Ptolemy founded Karanis:
O

_____

______

2. This woman in Karanis kept her brother up-to-date about his children:
O

__

_______

3. These offer details about personal life in Karanis:
O
4. If you did not know how to write, this person could help you
in Karanis:
O

_____

5. One Karanis letter identified Horion as the son of this man:
O

_____

__

6. Pnepheros paid his bill in these:
O
O

___

_

__

Ancient Egyptian language: O O O O O O O

See page 38 for the answers.

_____
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by Salima Ikram

n ancient Egypt,
mummies—the
preserved bodies of
humans—had all
kinds of masks
covering their faces. However,
a very particular type of face
covering was popular from the
first to the third centuries A.D.,
a time when Egypt was under
Roman control.
34

The coverings are called Faiyum Mummy
Portraits because Flinders Petrie (SEE PAGE 37)
found the first examples in 1888, when he
was digging in a cemetery in the Faiyum
Oasis. That first year, he found 81
mummies with portraits. When he returned
to excavate later, he found more. Among
them were portraits of women, men, and
children, but none of babies. Each one was
a painting of the dead person’s face. In the

Mummy portrait of a bearded
man, painted on wood—it was
excavated by Flinders Petrie in
1911. [housed in the Royal
Museum of Scotland]

decades that followed, other archaeologists

were then wrapped in elegant patterns

have uncovered similar mummy portraits

around the body, so it looked like the

throughout Egypt, but the name for them

deceased was dressed in a beautiful and

has not changed.

complicated outfit. Sometimes, the

The portraits show the head and

wrappings were of different colors and had

shoulders of the dead person. Most are

gold knobs inserted into them. Some

painted on thin pieces of wood. There are

mummies had covers for their feet, made

some, however, that were painted on linen

of cartonnage (a kind of papier mache).

cloth, a bit like canvas.

These covers peeped out from beneath the

The wooden pieces or cloths were put
over the face of the mummy. Bandages

bandages and enabled the mummy to
stand in the afterlife.
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to build a face on the skull—a
technique called facial
The paintings showed the dead
person with his or her favorite
hairstyle, jewelry, and clothes.
Because we know when certain

reconstruction. Researchers can
Mummy portrait of a third-century A.D.
young woman [housed in the Louvre
in Paris]

styles were popular, the style of
hair, jewelry, or clothing can

then compare the reconstruction

sometimes help archaeologists

with the portrait. Not all people

determine when a portrait

who reconstruct faces, however,

was made.

come up with exactly the same

Petrie put many of the portraits

face for the same skull. For this

he found on display in England.

reason, it can be difficult to

Everyone who visited the

determine whether the portraits
are realistic or not.

Mummy portrait of a young man
that was also uncovered by Petrie
in 1911. [housed in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York]

All these portraits are of people
who were well off. We know this
because it was expensive to have
such coverings made. Often the
wood—the types used included

exhibition loved them because they were so

cedar, oak, lime, and cypress—was imported from

beautiful and life-like. The features are painted in

the areas that are now Greece, Turkey, Lebanon,

such a way that the eyes and face seem to be

and Syria. Some of the materials used for painting

looking at you. In fact, they are so realistic that

were also brought into Egypt from afar.

you think you would recognize the person if you

The jewelry and accessories that adorn many

saw him or her on the street! We cannot always be

portraits were fashioned using real gold paint. A

sure, however, if the portraits actually show how

special technique was used that involved mixing

the person looked in real life, “warts and all.”

wax or eggs with powdered colors so that they

Perhaps, just as happens often today, artists make

were especially bright and long-lasting. Less

people look prettier or more handsome than they

wealthy people also had portraits made for their

really are.

mummies, but theirs did not use imported wood
or the most expensive paints and gold. In
addition, the artists who did theirs were not as

In many cases, the mummies themselves have not

talented as the ones used by the richer people.

survived. For this reason, scientists cannot always
compare the shape of the head and face with the
portrait to see if they are similar. When scientists
do have the skull, they can try to recreate the face

No one is sure about when these portraits were

by using special methods or computer programs

painted. Some Egyptologists think that they were
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made when the people were alive and kept on

when the person died. Maybe, if a person

display in their house until they died. One of the

was expecting to die, he or she had a portrait

reasons for this thinking is that most of the

painted quickly.

portraits do not show very old people. Other
researchers think that the paintings were made

Salima Ikram is a professor of Egyptology and the Egyptology
Unit Head at the American University in Cairo.

Meet Flinders Petrie
by Salima Ikram

S

ir William Matthews Flinders Petrie, often just
called Flinders Petrie, was one of the most
important archaeologists ever to work in Egypt.
Born in England on June 3, 1853, he did not start his
professional life as an archaeologist, but as a surveyor,
like his father. Surveyors make maps of land, as well as
buildings, and sometimes they also work as
archaeologists. Petrie, however, had always liked
archaeology and had begun visiting excavations at the
age of eight.
Petrie and his father were interested in the Great
Pyramid at Giza. In 1880, the two traveled to Egypt to
look at the monument and to make the first proper
survey of it. Once Petrie arrived in Egypt and started
studying its architecture, he became fascinated by
ancient Egypt and decided to work there as an
archaeologist.
Petrie was one of the first people to use scientific
methods to excavate in Egypt. He was very careful
about how he worked and made detailed notes about
what he saw in each layer of sand or mud that he dug
through. Petrie looked carefully at everything he found,
even if it was not something that interested him. He
later said that, after a while, he became interested in all
layers of Egyptian history.
Petrie set a standard for later archaeologists by taking
notes while excavating and publishing the findings. He
also developed a type of classification called Sequence
Dating that used changes in pottery to date different
historical layers. This allowed archaeologists to
determine the earliest periods of Egypt’s history.
Petrie dug throughout Egypt and published accounts
about what he uncovered. Today, we can still use his

work to learn more about these ancient Egyptian sites.
It was in the cemetery next to the pyramid of Hawara in
the Faiyum Oasis that he found the first examples of
Mummy Portraits.
After working for many years in Egypt, Petrie became
the first Professor of Egyptology at University College,
London. There, he helped make Egyptology a proper
profession for students. After his retirement, he went to
work in Jerusalem, where he died on July 28, 1942. As
both he and his wife believed that he was very
intelligent, they had made arrangements for his head to
be sent to the Royal College of Surgeons in London,
England. When researchers studied his brain, they
found an extra bump in it. Some people made claims,
based on unscientific theories, that the bump might
explain why he was so clever. Today, Petrie’s body
remains buried in Jerusalem, but his preserved head
and brain are at the Royal College. You might want to
visit him!
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[ BOOK ]

Monsters
& Mortals
Treasury of Egyptian Mythology: Classic Stories
of Gods, Goddesses, Monsters & Mortals by
Donna Jo Napoli (National Geographic,
2013, kids.national.geographic.com) includes
the tale of Sobek and many, many more—all
accompanied by 21st-century illustrations,
photos of artifacts/objects related to the
particular myths, and informational sidebars.
Definitely one to keep on your shelf!
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[ BOOK ]
THE CITY OF AKHENATEN
AND NEFERTITI: AMARNA
AND ITS PEOPLE by Barry
Kemp (Thames & Hudson,
2014, thamesandhudsonusa.
com) is a must for anyone
seriously interested
in ancient Egypt. The
thoughtful, well-researched,
and comprehensive text
is accompanied and
complemented by a great
variety of photos and
detailed diagrams.

[ BOOK ]
BOOKS OF THE DEAD FROM
EGYPT, TIBET, THE AMERICAS
AND BEYOND by Stanislav Grof
(Thames & Hudson, 2013,
thamesandhudsonusa.com) is an
interesting and well-researched
small volume, with a wonderful
selection of artifact photos that
perfectly complement the text.
Following the main chapters
is a series of short sections.
Among these are “Animals
of the Beyond” and “Deities
as Models.”

Cricket Resources
The Real King Tut (CAL1310)
Egypt’s Giza Plateau (CAL1210)
Giza Pyramids (DIG1210)
Digging in the Valley of the Kings (DIG1202)
Osiris, Ruler of the Dead (CAL1109)
The Tomb of Seti (DIG1109)
Life Along the Nile (CAL1010)
Find every issue of Calliope at CobblestoneOnline.net
ANSWERS: PAGE 12: WHAT THE EXCAVATIONS REVEAL: The artifacts
pictured on page 12 were all uncovered in the Faiyum. They are:
A. a painted wooden board with wreath and eagle, perhaps from a
portrait of a Roman emperor
B. a bone pin from Kom W
C. an arrowhead from Kom W
The artifact
D. a sickle blade from Kom W
that does not
E. a pierced shell as ornament
date to the
F. a pot from a pit from Kom K
Neolithic
G. a polished and chipped flint axe from Kom W
period of the
H. a wooden sickle from Kom K
Faiyum is A.
ANSWERS: PAGE 33: READING THE CLUES: 1. Philadelphus, 2.
Apollonous, 3. papyri, 4. scribe, 5. Papontos, 6. drachmas. Ancient
Egyptian language: demotic.
ANSWERS: PAGE 41: WHAT’S WRONG HERE: There have been some
people who have claimed the bulb-like structure actually represents a
form of lighting that was used by workers in ancient Egyptian tombs.
They see the snake-like figure as a filament, the lotus flower at left as
the lamp socket, and the lotus stem as the cable. Such assertions are
incorrect. Egyptologists, using historical records and the inscriptions
by the relief, note that the lotus flower, the Djed pillar (with the four
horizontal bars), and the snake rising from the flower through the
womb of the sky goddess Nut define this relief as a reference to the
rising sun, which will issue forth from a lotus flower in the shape of
the snake god Semataui.
ANSWERS: PAGE 56: WHO’S WHO: A. is 2018, B. is 2017, and C. is 2020.
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Survival
in Question

F

by Jennifer P. Baker
aiyum is one of the earliest-known agricultural areas in

Nor is today the first time the

the world, and the towns and cities founded there are

world has considered the impact

old as well. But, INTERESTINGLY, they are not the

of war on history. In the years

oldest! The city of Aleppo in Syria shows evidence of

following the end of World War II,

“habitation” (someone living in a particular place)

The Hague Convention for the

dating to between c. 8,000 and 13,000 years ago. Not only is

Protection of Cultural Property in

Aleppo a very old city, it is now a very vulnerable city that is

Armed Conflict was drafted. This

caught in the midst of a civil war. As this conflict rages on,

agreement, signed by 120 countries

archaeologists and preservationists have been warning the world

(including Syria) “requires countries

that the fighting could destroy not only human lives but also a

to ensure the safety of significant

great part of humankind’s history.

cultural sites, monuments, museums,

Sites that help us understand Aleppo’s past—the medieval

learn from the thousands of years of

Historically, the Citadel, which is built in a strategic

history housed in Aleppo, a city that

location atop high rocks, has helped to protect the
city. Today, it has assumed that role again for

is home to Bronze Age friezes,
Roman artifacts, a 12th-century

those seeking a protected place from which to

Great Mosque, thousands of pastel-

shoot their guns.

colored medieval courtyard houses,

The Temple of the Storm God has also been under

and so many other pieces of history.

attack. This structure, which dates from the third to

To be sure, Aleppo has seen empires

the second millennium b.c., never was opened to the

rise and fall, but it may not survive

public. According to Bonnie Burnham, president of

this most recent conflict.

the World Monuments Fund, “the recently discovered
temple and its huge carved reliefs are protected only by

sandbags and a flimsy corrugated tin roof.”
40

So, imagine all that we could

missile attacks, according to the World Monuments Fund.
CALLIOPE/DR.DIG, 30 Grove Street,
Peterborough, NH, 03458

WRITE US!

askcalliope@cricketmedia.com
or askdr.dig@cricketmedia.com

Citadel (ABOVE), for example—have already been damaged by

and libraries.”

Winsor School world history teacher Jennifer P.
Baker has her Master’s degree in social studies
from Teachers College, Columbia University.
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See page 38 for the answer.
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In southern Egypt, in the small town of Dendera, there is an ancient Greco-Roman temple complex. The crocodile was
especially honored here—and his godly form was Sobek. There was also within this complex a temple to Hathor,
whom the Egyptians worshiped as the goddess of joy and motherhood. The stone relief in this photo was found
carved on a wall in Hathor’s temple. The bulb-like structure that crosses this area vertically has been the subject of
much controversy. Can you guess what some have claimed it represents? How about why the claim is incorrect?

SK
AW
AY!

illustrated by Susan Rice

A

Have a question about world history,
archaeology, paleontology? Dr. Dig
and Calliope are ready to answer
your questions. So, ASK AWAY!
it possible that those
Q Isancient,
endless-looking

steps up temples in Mexico were
climbed with the help of a rope
or banister?
—Lynne Stone, Staten Island, New York

A

HI, LYNNE! Many of the steepest
staircases on archaeological sites
are on Mayan temples in Central America.
There is no evidence to suggest that they
had banisters or ropes to help people climb
them. As with most platforms that had
a religious function in the ancient world,
most people would not have climbed them,
but would have watched from the bottom.
Today, many of the staircases have ropes
running along them because many visitors
enjoy climbing them. We must remember
that in ancient times, the staircases were in
better shape, and so there was
less chance of falling.

—Dr. Dig

cavemen die
Q Did
young and did they
bathe and stuff?

—Shaiq, age 13, Pakistan

A

HI, SHAIQ! In any
age before modern
medicine, the life span of a
human was shorter than it is today.
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People had no way to treat such health
problems as infections. They also had
no vaccines, leaving them more likely to
get sick. According to scholars who study
people from the Upper Palaeolithic—what
we think of as the time of cavemen—the
average human died before the age of 30.
But the most difﬁcult time was childhood,
as babies and children are much more
likely to die from illness than adults. For

WRITE US!

askcalliope@cricketmedia.com
or askdr.dig@cricketmedia.com
CALLIOPE/DR.DIG, 30 Grove Street,
Peterborough, NH, 03458

Q Did Atlantis exist?

—Arrow Boucher, Baldwin, Maine

A

those who survived to adulthood, their
chances of living at least into their mid-50s
were very good. As for bathing, for most
of history, humans have not been what we
would consider today clean. In fact, in the
1500s in Europe, people bathed only a few
times in their lives. Cavemen probably had
the opportunity to bathe or swim in water,
but we cannot say for sure how
often they would have.

—Calliope

HI, ARROW! Atlantis was the subject
of a story told by the Athenian
philosopher Plato (429–347 B.C.). We know
Plato was using Atlantis as an example
to make a point about governments.
The tale involves an island kingdom in
the Atlantic Ocean that tried to conquer
Europe and Africa. According to Plato, its
power ended when the island sank into
the sea. We are unsure where he might
have heard this story or what might have
inspired him to invent it. The concept of
Atlantis most likely pre-dated Plato, as
the 5th-century B.C. author Hellanicus of
Lesbos mentioned it. The ancient Greeks
believed many strange tales about far-off
places, as is evident from the accounts of
the contemporary historian Herodotus. For
example, Herodotus wrote about gigantic,
furry, camel-eating ants living in India.
Atlantis might have been inspired by
a real place, such as the island of
Thera, part of which did sink into
the sea, or the city of Syracuse in
Sicily, which had defenses similar
to those described for
Atlantis.

—Dr. Dig

Picture Credits: Shutterstock.com: 1, 6 (both), 7 (background), 8 (background), 9 (background), 10 (top: sun, paper, background),
11 (background), 12 (background), 13 (background), 18–19, 20–21 (background), 22 (left and background), 30–31 (background),
32–33 (background), 33 (bottom, background) 40, back cover; Wikipedia/Creative commons/Hussain92: 2–3; Wikipedia/Creative Commons/
Leoboudv (talk|contribs): 4; Wikipedia/GNU/Creative Commons/Vincent Battesti: 4–5; Wikipedia/GNU/Creative Commons/MGA73bot2 (talk/Contribs):
5, 16 (top), 20, 30, 33, 41; © Ivy Close Images (www.ivycloseimages.com): 7; Wikipedia/Creative Commons/Nefermaat: 8; Wikipedia/Creative
Commons/Hedwig Storch (talk|contribs): 9 (top); Wikipedia/public domain: 9 (bottom), 14–15 (both), 17 (top), 21, 24–25, 31, 32, 34–35,
36 (both), 37; Wikipedia/Creative Commons/JMCC1 (talk|contribs): 10 (bottom); © Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, University College
London: 12 (all); Wikipedia/GNU/Creative Commons/Aavindraa: 16 (bottom); Wikipedia/Creative Commons/Arcy (talk|contribs): 17 (bottom);
Wikipedia/GNU/Creative Commons/Ecema: 19 (top); © DEA/A Dagli Orti/agefotostock.com: 20–21, back cover (inset); AP Photo/Aly Mahmoud:
22 (right); Wikipedia/GNU/Creative Commons/Chelaneo: 26; Vatican Museums and Galleries, VaticanCity/Ancient Art and Architecture Collection
Ltd./The Bridgeman Art Library: 26–27; Wikipedia/Creative Commons/Beatrice: 27; Wikipedia/public domain/Sherurcij: 46–47; © CM Dixon/agefotostock.com: 47; © Ann Ronan Pictures/agefotostock.com: 48–49; Wikipedia/GNU/Creative Commons/Captmondo: 50; © Salima Ikram: 51 (top);
©Image Asset Management/agefotostock.com: 51 (left, bottom); © Victoria Lywood: 52 (all), 53 (both), 54 (all), 55 (all), 56 (all); © Danielle
Kurin: 51 (right); © Ardea/ardea.com/Mary Evans Picture Library Ltd/agefotostock.com: 57; Wikipedia/GNU/File Upload Bot (Kaldari) (talk\contribs)/
Walters Art Museum, Baltimore: 57 (inset). Cricket Media has made every effort to trace the copyrights of these images.
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angers”

“The Hidden D

When I Grow Up

Here’s an excerpt from Jessica
Lichtenstein’s letter about
DIG magazine’s article in the
January 2013 issue on DOGS:
In the Beginning They
Were Wolves:

es,
—Rachel Barn

a, Ohio

age 11, Baravi

Awesome Art

Great illustration, Rachel! Hope you
enjoyed DIG’s issue on Fossil Penguins
(Nov/Dec 13). Hope, too, that your little
penguins are able to move out of the
way of those large ﬁsh! Keep up the nice
work and send us some more!

T Winning Words!
TES
N
O
C
NER Congratulations to the
WIN winner of January 2014’s Word

Contest. Here’s the list of the words
the Brecht brothers, Paul (age 9) and
Noah (age 11), were able to make:
Word: Liberatodores

bead, beads, beat, beats, road, roads, boat,
boats, dot, dots, dare, dares, rat, rats, sad,
rod, rods, bear, bears, older, old, oil, oils, bed,
beds, bad, red, reds, set, do, rebel, rebels,
44

…I think the way the articles were written
would help one if he or she needed to gather
information on the subject of how dogs
came to be. …When I grow up, I hope to be
a writer. …I thank you for writing this article
because it has led me to using other sources
to read about this topic.
—Jessica, Etna, New Hampshire

So glad you enjoyed the articles, Jessica!
We think you will also enjoy the upcoming
July/August 2015 issue of DIG that will
focus on horses. And, we wish you all the
best with your career goal!
lore, date, dates, it, is, bet, bets, beef, bat,
bats, belt, belts, lit, tab, tabs, debt, debts,
sober, tribe, tribes, tribal, toad, toads, trade,
trades, bid, bids, sea, seas, soar, soars, steel,
tore, tare, deer, trees, tree, seal, seals, bar,
bars, barred, labs, lab, Dora, art, liberate, a, I,
liberator, sites, site, doer, so, but, to, raised,
raise, idea, ideas, bee, bees, cut, cuts, base,
dose, air, airs, rule, rules, serial, be, orb, adore,
rate, rates, Tao, Ed, oats, oat, let, bite, bites,
bit, orbit, orbits, bread, breads, dire, lie, liar,
lies, liars, lead!

ET’S
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CHECK OUT THE ABCs OF MUMMIFICATION, PG 46!
O
G

–GING Preparing for the Afterlife
illustrated by Vera Damov

A gold mask to cover
the deceased’s face;
surrounding the face
is the nemes (striped
headcloth worn only
by royals)

Placing protective
amulets on a
wrapped mummy

Mummification
tools

Statue of Anubis, the
god who oversaw the
mummification process
Wrapping the
mummified
body

A priest
wearing
an Anubis
mask
Two of the Four Canopic Jars
The jackalheaded top
represents
Horus’ son
Duamutef
and contained
the stomach.

(SEE

ALSO PAGE

50)

The humanheaded top
represents
Horus’ son
Imseti and
contained
the liver.

Using the
special hook
instrument
to pull the
brain through
the nostrils
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ALL OF US AT CALLIOPE ARE THRILLED TO
ANNOUNCE THAT DR. DIG WILL BE JOINING
US IN EVERY ISSUE. Dr. Dig will be introducing
us to archaeologists and researchers who are
working—onsite and in the laboratory—to uncover
artifacts and evidence that will help historians better
understand the past. For this issue on Egypt’s Faiyum,
Dr. Dig teamed up with several scholars who have been
working with ancient Egyptian mummies. Enjoy!

M

by Salima Ikram
ummies usually

Therefore, they took great care

The English word “mummy”

refer to the

in preserving the dead. They also

comes from the Arabic

artificially

believed that the afterlife was

word mummia,, meaning

preserved bodies

very similar to the best of this

one who is covered by

of dead people

life: The dead had everything

bitumen (a type of tar). This

or animals, buried deep inside

they liked to play with or eat

is because many

their tombs. The Egyptians

whenever they wanted, and the

of the mummies that

mummified the dead because

weather was always perfect.

were discovered were

they believed in life after death

covered with a thick dark

and thought that the soul

Details Lost Through Time

paste that looked like

(called a ka in Egyptian) needed

The ancient Egyptian word for

bitumen. Even after it

a body to live in for eternity.

what we call a mummy was sah.

became known that

46

This naturally
preserved mummy was
found buried in a
shallow grave in Upper
Egypt. Known as
Ginger, but officially as
Gebelein Man 1, he
dates to C. 3500 B.C.
This grave site is a
reconstruction, as are
the grave goods that
may have been buried
with him.

this paste was actually tree resin

very few pictures of people or

and not bitumen, the word

animals being mummified—

“mummy” continued to be

maybe because it was a secret

used. The reason that people

act. When a person was made

did not know what material was

into a mummy, she or he was

used to make mummies was

being transformed from a human

because, after the time of the

into a god-like being who would

pharaohs, people stopped

live forever.

mummifying their dead. As

An ancient Egyptian
mummy whose face,
hands, and feet have
been unwrapped.
[housed in the
Vatican Museum]

centuries passed, fewer and fewer

According to Herodotus

people knew which materials had

The Greeks who came as tourists

been used to make mummies.

to Egypt wrote more about

Although the Egyptians

making mummies than the

recorded many details about

Egyptians did. The historian

religious practices on the walls of

Herodotus is one of our best

their tombs or wrote them down

sources of information on

on papyri, no one has ever found

mummification. He traveled to

an entire set of directions for

Egypt in about 480 B.C. and

making a mummy. Some texts

included an outline of how

describe how to wrap a mummy,

mummies were made in his book

while others provide prayers to

called The Histories.

read over the body. There are

Egyptologists have learned
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DID YOU
KNOW?

In medieval Europe, people thought that
mummies
could be used as medicine. They
about making mummies
were eaten as a cure for diseases of the bone
not only from Herodotus’
and blood. Later, mummies were also used
book, but also by
for fires in winter. In addition, their
examining mummies. In
bandages were mushed up to make
the 1800s, Egyptologists did
brown paper. It is surprising that
this by unwrapping
we have any mummies left to
mummies—sometimes in front
study today!
of an audience as entertainment!
Unwrapping is destructive,
however. Today, we use medical

mummify the dead until

technology to help see inside the

probably around A.D. 600. The

mummy, just as if it were a

process, however, changed

living patient.

during the 3,000 years of
Egyptian history, as the people

When Sand Was Not Enough

who made mummies, called

The Egyptians started

embalmers, experimented with

mummifying their dead very

new ideas and developed several

early in their history. In the

techniques. Embalmers also

Predynastic Period (4500–3100

provided mummification for

B.C.),

different budgets, using a variety

the Egyptians buried the

dead in shallow graves in the

of materials and methods.

desert. As the desert sand was

Mummification took 70 days:

very hot and dry, it dried out the

40 to dry the body and 30 to

body, preserving it perfectly as a

wrap it.

natural mummy. When burials
the body was not just put in a

The First Steps
in the Process

sandy pit, but wrapped in an

The best-quality mummies

animal skin or a mat, the

made from the New Kingdom

Egyptians realized that it was no

(c. 1570–1070 B.C.) onward had

longer being naturally preserved.

the brain removed so that it did

To make up for this fact, they

not rot in the skull. To remove

developed the mummification

the brain, the embalmer pushed

process as a way to preserve the

a narrow chisel through the left

body artificially.

nostril, breaking the bone

became more complicated and

The Egyptians started

behind, and pushing into the

mummification some time

brain area. Then, a thin flexible

during the Early Dynastic period

metal tool was used to mash

(c. 3150 B.C.) and continued to
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continued on page 50»

The top of the
mummy case that
holds the mummy
(SEE INTERIOR OF CASE
OPPOSITE) of a 21st
Dynasty princess C.
1000 B.C. [housed in
the British Museum
in London]

E
H
T
IHN
S
EADLINE

by Mark Rose

It’s sometime past
A.D. 1000 and you’re one
of the pre-Incan Chanka
people living in the
Andean highlands. The
Wari Empire, to which you
belonged, has collapsed—who
knows why—and everything
is a mess. To top all off, you’ve
got a splitting headache that
just won’t stop. Whether it’s
illness or just the stress, your
head hurts. Perhaps it’s time
you had that skull surgery
everyone’s talking about…

B

ioarchaeologist
Danielle Kurin has
lots of evidence for
trepanation, the removal of a
section of cranial vault, among
the Chanka. Excavating burial
caves in Andahuaylas, Peru,
she’s found remains of 32 people
from about A.D. 1000–1250. The
skulls have evidence of 45
separate trepanations.
Seem a little drastic? “When
you get a knock on the head
that causes your brain to swell
dangerously, or you have some
kind of neurological, spiritual,
or psychosomatic illness,
drilling a hole in the head may
become a reasonable thing to
do,” explains Kurin.
Some practitioners used a
scraping technique, others used
cutting, and still others
employed a hand drill. “It looks
like they were trying different
methods, as we might try new

New bone growth at the
trepanation site on the side of
the head indicates a successful
procedure, but the holes at the
top of the skull were drilled as
the individual was dying or
shortly after he died.
medical procedures today,” says
Kurin. Faced with challenges
such as violence, disease, and
deprivation, the Chanka used
trepanation to cope with the
situation. Well, the men did (it
was almost never practiced on
women and children).
Sometimes the patient
recovered and sometimes not.
If a patient didn’t survive, his
skull might have been used for
training, and the location and
depth of the drill holes indicate
such a practice. On one skull,
each hole is a little deeper than
the last. “You can imagine a guy
in his prehistoric medical
school practicing with his hand
drill to know how many times
he needs to turn it to pierce a
skull and not hit the brain,”
says Kurin.
Mark Rose, an archaeologist living in
Brooklyn Heights, is currently writing a
cultural history of ghost stories in early
New York.
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and stir it. The resulting mixture
was poured into and pulled out of
the nostrils using a hooked
instrument. Often, the empty

This set of canopic jars is from the
tomb of Neskhons, wife of the high
priest Pinedjem II, who died in the
early 900s B.C.

skull was filled with liquefied
resin, poured in through the
nostrils. The resin helped stop

Falcon-headed Qebehsenuef
held intestines.

bacteria from growing and also
made the skull stronger and less

Baboon-headed Hapi held lungs.

likely to break.

Jackal-headed Duamutef held
stomach.

The embalmers then made a
cut in the left side of the body so

Human-headed Imseti held liver.

that they could remove the
intestines, liver, lungs, and
stomach to prevent them from

THE Adventures

50

OF

BY CHUCK WHELON

decomposing. The heart was left
in place because the ancient
Egyptians believed that it was the

One of the lakes in
Wadi Natrun that
produces natron

seat of the soul and that it was
needed in the afterlife, since
thoughts and feelings came from
the heart. After the embalmers

spices, including myrrh and

mummy—were hidden inside the

washed the inside of the body

frankincense. This made it smell

wrappings. Once wrapped, the

with wine to disinfect it, they

better, gave it a little flexibility so

body was covered with a large

then dried it with linen rags.

that the fingers and toes would

cloth called a shroud that was

not snap off, and also kept away

held in place by linen strips.

Leave It to Natron

insects. The empty abdomen was

The real drying, however, took

packed with spices and linen,

intestines that had been taken

place by burying the body in

and, on occasion, sawdust and

out of the body were also

powdered natron. Natron is a

lichen. The cut was then pulled

prepared in the same way as the

mixture of salt and soda found

together and covered with

body, and each was placed in a

in a place called the Wadi

beeswax. Sometimes, it was even

pot, called a canopic jar (SEE PAGE

Natrun (SEE ABOVE OPPOSITE)

sewn up with thread before being

45). The lids of some of these jars

near Cairo. Natron removes all

coated with wax.

have animal and human heads.

the moisture and fat from the

The lungs, liver, stomach, and

Each head represented a different

body, leaving it a dry, well-

Wrapping It Up!

god, each revered as the

preserved shell. Sometimes bits of

The next step involved wrapping

protector of a specific body part.

the body—fingers and toes, for

the prepared body in old pieces

The four jars were then put into

example—would fall off if they

of linen that had been ripped up

a box, the canopic chest, which

became very dry. When that

to make bandages. The bandages

was placed in the tomb.

happened, careful embalmers

made a safe cocoon around the

used bits of wood and linen to

body. During the wrapping,

mask of the dead person’s face

make artificial fingers and toes,

priests recited prayers and carried

was put over its head. Usually,

so that the mummy had all its

out rituals to help protect the

the mask was made of painted

limbs for use in the afterlife.

deceased during the difficult and

cartonnage, a mixture of linen or

dangerous journey to the

papyrus, plaster, and glue that is

massaged carefully with scented

afterworld. Amulets—that is,

a bit like papier mache. Rich

oils and rubbed with powdered

jewelry believed to protect the

people had gold leaf on their

Once the body was dry, it was

After the body was wrapped, a

masks. Pharaohs, such as
Tutankhamun, had masks made
of solid gold. As the Egyptians
believed that the flesh of the gods
Mummy of the priest
Djedhor, dating to
C. 250 B.C.—the outer
wrapping was coated
with asphalt from the
Black Sea.

was made of gold, the gold mask
told all that the deceased had
stopped being human and had
become a god.
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by Victoria Lywood
and Andrew Wade

Reconstructing

THE DEAD
And it starts with lots of prep work!

I

magine discovering a

the world. Yet, there was always

preserve the face of an important

gravesite filled with bits of

the same question: What did the

person for posterity. But it was

fabric, tools, and the bones of

person look like when he or she

not until the late 1800s that

was alive?

anatomists showed the first

a human being who walked on
this earth many years before you

interest in reconstructing the face

were born! Through the ages,

BUILDING ON A SKULL

on a skull that had lost all of its

ancient diggers and modern

Over the years, painters and

muscles and skin. Soon after,

archaeologists have experienced

sculptors have preserved the faces

sculptors began building muscles,

this very excitement as their

of important people in portraits.

fat, and skin out of wax, which

curiosity led them to sites around

Death masks were also a way to

they then molded onto the skull.

52

Skulls of ancient Egyptians recreated using 3D printing, eraser refills marking
tissue depth: Their lab numbers are, from left to right: 2717, 2718, 2720.

Anatomists study in detail
the bodily structure of a
person, animal, or plant.
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The reconstruction work
continues on Skull #2720:
After artificial human eyes
are inserted, the adding of
plasticine muscles begins
(LEFT SIDE) and then the
facial details (RIGHT SIDE).
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This new process allowed them to

from a person’s skull. It was

body. The scans reveal bone

compare each reconstructed face

only a matter of time before

structure, ancestry, possible

to paintings, death masks, or

police and forensic experts began

health problems, missing teeth,

sculptures of the same person—

using facial reconstructions to

age, sex, and hairstyles. They

essentially bringing a lost face

detail the faces of nameless

also detect artifacts buried with

back into the light.

skeletons. Their successful work

the deceased. It is these details

led to the positive identifications

that may give clues to the

of unknown victims.

mummy’s appearance in life.

could recreate muscle structure to

ATTENTION TO ACCURACY

give a more accurate and lifelike

Today, facial reconstruction

SEEING ‘THROUGH’
THE BODY

appearance. Since each person’s

artists still work with

The computed tomography (CT)

skull is different, research and

anthropological, medical, and

scanner uses x-rays to see through

As research continued into the
early 1900s, anthropologists
found that experienced artists

experimentation
showed that it
was possible to
recreate a
specific face

historical specialists to create

Fascinating,
don’t you
think?

reliable approximations of

bone stopping more x-rays than

unknown faces. What is

softer tissues like muscle or fat. A

essential to the accuracy

normal x-ray picture is like a flat

of the work is all the

(2D) shadow of your bones in

detailed information

x-ray light. However, as happens

that is provided by the

with a normal shadow, you

anthropology experts.

cannot tell what is on top and

Today, advances in

what is beneath. For example,

medical scanning
technology allow experts

make an X with your fingers.
Then, look at a shadow image of

to look through the outer

your crossed fingers. Can you tell

layers of a mummy without

which finger is on top of the other

destroying the actual

in the shadow of the two? The

wrappings or the mummified

54

the body, with harder tissues like

answer is “No!”

Follow the reconstruction process of Skull #2718, starting with the 3D printer skull
recreation at far left opposite to the skull complete with facial details below.

A CT scan is different. In the

researched standards. Using

the mummy. The face is

case of a mummy, it offers a 3D

medical ultrasound equipment,

completed with details such as

view of its inside. As the CT’s

researchers take measurements

eyelashes, eyebrows, lip color,

x-ray detectors spin around the

of the thicknesses of people’s

and wigs. All of these additions

mummy, they look through the

skin, muscle, and fat (that is,

are made specifically for each

body at hundreds of different

the tissue depth). They do so

reconstruction.

angles. The information they

at a great number of specific

gather allows us to make 3D

points on the faces of modern-

necessary to just imagine the faces

computer models of the entire

day people.

of human beings who lived once

mummy and all of the materials

So, today, it is no longer

upon a time. Thanks to advances

within it. Special computer

ERASER REFILLS AT WORK!

in technology, combined with

programs are then used to

Each tissue-depth measurement

information from many experts,

virtually remove the mummy

from each point on the face is

we are able to gaze upon a

wrappings, resins, and dried soft

transferred to a pencil eraser

reliable, visual approximation of

tissues. Once these are removed,

refill. The refill is then cut to the

an ancient Egyptian mummy’s

what remains is the skeleton

proper length and glued to that

face. That is to say, we can now

itself. Taking the computer model

point on the 3D printed skull.

see how he or she appeared

of the skull, we can recreate the

Since each point has its own

thousands of years ago.

deceased’s skull using 3D printing

separate measurement, the artist

technology. The result is a copy of

can follow this basic tissue-depth

the skull of an ancient Egyptian

guide to form the face. After

that the artist is able to hold in

artificial human eyes are

his or her hands without any

inserted, the artist starts to add

damage to the mummy.

plasticine muscles to the bone

For the best results, the

structure. She does so according

artist must reconstruct the face

to what the anthropologist

in accordance with reliable,

estimates as the sex and age of

The forensic drawings and facial
approximation sculptures of Victoria
Lywood (VictoriaLywood.com) have
appeared in television productions
around the world.
Biological anthropologist and forensic
anthropologist Andrew Wade is a
co-developer of the IMPACT Radiological
Mummy Database and founder of the
Mummipedia Project (mummipedia.
wikia.com).

We would also like to thank Andrew Nelson in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Western Ontario for his help with this article.
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A

MATCH UP
You’ve read the article
“Reconstructing the Dead” on
pages 52–55. Now, look at these
three reconstructed heads. Can
you match each to its skull on
page 52? Let the photos on
pages 53, 54, and 55 help you
figure out who’s who?
To see if you are correct, turn to page 38 for the answers.
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Honoring Bastet

B

ubastis is the Greek name for the ancient Egyptian city
Per-Bastet, meaning “House of the Goddess Bastet.” The
daughter of the sun god Ra, who was sometimes shown
as a lion, Bastet (inset below) was a goddess who often

took the form of a cat or a woman with a cat’s head. The Egyptians
revered Bastet as the goddess of motherhood, children, beauty, and
self-indulgence—all characteristics associated with domestic cats.
Bubastis is best known for its temple to Bastet.
The most popular offerings to Bastet were cat mummies
(photo of a cat mummy dedicated to Bastet at right).
Following custom, pilgrims would go to the temple priests
with their requests. There they would choose a type of cat
mummy, depending on what they could afford. The priest
would take the mummy into the temple and say a prayer
over it in front of the statue of the goddess. The mummy was
then kept in a special room until it was time to be buried in a
massive tomb within the temple enclosure—a ceremony that
took place most likely twice a year. The number of mummies
buried each time would have been in the thousands.
Egyptians believed that the spirit of a god had the ability to
enter the body of a special animal that would then become a
sort of living god on earth. When the animal died, the spirit of
the god would move from its body into the body of another
similar animal. To find this new animal, the priests would look
for an animal with special markings, such as a star on its
forehead or a white hair in its tail.
The mummification process used for cats at Bubastis
was similar to that used for humans, except that
the internal organs were not preserved. Also, the
process may have taken only 40 days, as cats are
much smaller than humans. To make the thousands
of cat mummies needed for offerings, the priests had
to breed cats. They probably hired villagers who lived
near the temple to help them.
—Salima Ikram
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THEN
& NOW
NOW: An aerial
view of the Nile River
delta with the city of
Cairo to the north and
the Faiyum Oasis at
the bottom.

WHAT’S CHANGED?
How we can see the oasis: Today, we have
all sorts of flying contraptions, including
hot-air balloons, helicopters, jets, drones—
none of which existed in ancient times—to
give a sense of exactly what lay where.

WHAT’S THE SAME?
The Nile River continues to wend its way,
keeping the lands bordering it green and
fertile. The desert sands remain as
inhospitable as ever. The oasis continues
as a fertile area in the midst of barrenness.

THEN: Yes, only ruins
remain, but imagine buildings
where these stones now lie—
that’s the view an Egyptian
would have had upon entering
the Faiyum Oasis.
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